5 ‘N 1 Multi-POPS
The 5 ‘N 1 Multi-POPS system is Tiffen’s newest addition to the line of Stroboframe POPS
reflectors. This system includes five of the most
popular reflectors in one: Gold, Zebra (Gold
& White), Silver, White, and Translucent.

• "POPS" out flat
every time
• Available in:
silver/white,
gold/white,
silver/gold,
zebra,
translucent
• Best value in
reflectors today

Portable light modifiers are definitely one of
the easier, more convenient ways to get dramatically better photographic results! If you’re
at all serious about photography the 5 ‘N 1
Multi-POPS system is ideal to have with you
whenever you’re shooting.
To use, simply take the product out of its carry case and it will automatically pop up flat
to expose two reflective surfaces: either white and silver, or gold and zebra gold. If the
surface you want to use is showing, the Multi-POPS is ready to use. If you want a surface
that is not showing, just unzip, turn inside out, rezip and you’re all set! It’s that simple!
Using the white side provides soft, natural light that fills shadows and boosts highlights.
Silver gives a high-contrast image that’s best for video, B&W and product photography.
Gold warms up any scene including the shadow areas and can be used to add a sunset
effect. Zebra combines gold and silver in a zigzag pattern creating a gentle warm tone
ideal for beautiful skin tones in fashion shots and portraits. Translucent is used to diffuse
light, creating a soft effect perfect for outdoor portraits.
The 5 ‘N 1 system is available in 32” (medium) and 42” (large) diameters in its own carry
case.
To Close:

• Works with
tungsten, flash
and natural light
• Works in the
studio and on
location, indoors
and out
• Five year
warranty

Hold with one hand
up, one hand down

Twist

Fold and store

Compare POPS to the competition in terms of the durability and reflectivity of our fabrics, the strength of our foldable steel frames, and the color choices, and then compare
prices—you'll see our value is unbeatable!

Get the lighting right, right away!
With the 5 ‘N 1 Multi-POPS you have a variety of creative lighting effects at your fingertips. So, you're ready to shoot immediately. There's no assembly (or disassembly) needed.
There's no possibility of the "ghosting" effect caused by umbrella ribs. And, POPS can easily
be used in hard-to-light situations where there's limited space.
Stroboframe POPS light modifying reflectors are also available individually in 22”, 32” & 42”
in Silver/White, Gold/White, Silver/Gold, Translucent and Zebra (Gold and White/White).
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